We offer you to spend **unforgettable** Easter Vacations in St.Petersburg. Spring is a perfect time for combining **efficient studies** in one of the largest centers of teaching Russian as a foreign language with **appreciating the beauty of the city**, before the tourist rush of summer.

**COURSES:**

- **Russian Language 2 ECTS.** The course is aimed at improving the main communication skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The key objective of the course is breaking the communication barrier and making the students confidently use Russian language in everyday life. For better results the students are divided into small groups according to their levels.

- **Russian Literature & Culture 1 ECTS.** The course includes topical lectures explaining and analyzing the main trends of Russian literature development, covering the lives, literary activities and works of the remarkable Russian writers. The lectures focus on the problems emphasized in Russian Literature and their connection with those of modern society. Correlations with historical & cultural life of St.Petersburg.

**Study process** is enhanced with speaking clubs, cases, group work, self study and field trips to the world famous museums (**visits to the Hermitage** are a part of the program).

SPbPU has long-term cooperation with the largest universities of Europe, Asia, Northern and Southern America. The program is developed in accordance with the **international standards** and can be **recognized as a period of study abroad**.

**CULTURAL ACTIVITIES:** to make the stay of our students pleasant and interesting, we arrange excursions to the best city sights & social activities with the Russian-speaking tutors each week.

**PROGRAM FEE** only **450 Euro** per person which includes:

- tuition;
- dormitory accommodation on campus;
- excursions and cultural activities;
- speaking clubs;
- course materials and student identity cards;
- visa support (invitation letter issuance).

**Application deadlines:** **05 March 2019** (for EU citizens); **05 February 2019** (for non-EU citizens).